
DiGiantomasso, Christine <Christine.DiGiantomasso@hamilton.ca>; Golden, Alissa
<Alissa.Golden@hamilton.ca>; Pham, Melanie <Melanie.Pham@hamilton.ca>
Subject: 62 6TH CONCESSION E FLAMBOROUGH (WARD 15) POSSIBLE HERITAGE PROPERTY:
Importance: High

Good Afternoon Miranda,

This email is in follow up to the previous email discussion that stems from an original complaint we
received from a neighbour of the above noted address.  This was sent to our  Municipal Law
Enforcement Dept. for investigation under the Property Standards bylaw.  Upon  investigation, the
Officer reported some heritage factors to the barn that is on site.  I have included part of the report
below and highlighted the sections pertaining directly to the barns heritage component.  As well, it
sounds like there may talk of the owner wanting to take down the barn before it is recognized for its
heritage value. 

Could we please have this location brought forward to the Municipal Heritage Committee at their
next meeting and request to have this listed on the register.  I have attached the photos that the
Officer provided for the committee’s review.  Alternatively, if it is not the will of the committee,
please request to have it sent back for more investigation behind the history to this property.  Thank
you for your assistance with this request. 

As far as the barn is concerned it does not appear dangerous in fact, it appears to be a heritage 
building. An incredible old pieceof local heritage. The foundation and beams are gorgeous. The cornerstone say 1884. The exterior 
barnboard has been removedfor resale of the ever popular barnboard.  I would recommend that someone from Heritage (no idea 
who to send it to) lookfurther into this barn as my experience says that this barn will be dismantled and property used for 
development or mansion. Interestingly, everything is emptied however just on the inside of the garage are flammable items…
propane cylinder, mechanicallubricant, and some flammable cleaner (varsol or something).  The neighbour-lifelong resident was 
telling me there was sometalk about getting the barn destroyed before some regulations or timeline of something passed by. 

Kind Regards,
Christine DiGiantomasso,

Administrative Assistant to Councillor Judi Partridge, Ward 15 ~ Flamborough
Hamilton City Hall, 71 Main Street West – 2nd Floor, Hamilton, Ontario L8P 4Y5
phone: 905-546-3944 |  email: Christine.DiGiantomasso@hamilton.ca

COVID-19 INFORMATION:  www.hamilton.ca/coronavirus
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